
dnata Coolchain is designed to handle high value, high yield perishable items for our 
airline customers within a specialised, state-of-the-art perishable cargo handling and 
storage facility.

1,400 square metres
perishable handling facility.

14 modular cold storage
areas for loose/pallet cargo, 
each with dedicated climate 
control capability.

Temperature controlled individual
rooms ranging from freezing -25°C 
or cold room conditions of 0 to 25°C.

24/7 alarms and in-house 
firstresponders with 
back-up capabilities.

24/7 operations all year with
web-based monitoring system to
facilitate real-time management.

A dedicated and experienced
team will maintain the
optimum conditions.

Perishable cargo from cool chain
have a priority release within 2
hours of aircraft landing.

Every shipment will receive a
special pharma check to make
sure the quality is maintained
throughout the whole chain.

Visit www.dnata.sg/tariffs for rates

SPECIFICATIONS

EXPERTS IN PHARMA AND PERISHABLE HANDLING

IATA CEIV 
Pharma certified
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ISO 9001:2015 
certified for cargo 
handling services

Halal certified with 
special Halal holding 
room in Coolchain

Check the status of your shipment 
at www.dnata.sg/icargo



COOL DOLLIES FOR TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED AIRSIDE TRANSPORT

Despite short transfer times between an aircraft and cargo facilities, hot runways can seriously degrade 
perishables and pharmaceuticals. Our purpose-built Cool Dollies support an unbroken cool chain so that 
these highly-sensitive commodities, entrusted to us by our customers, enjoy a seamless, controlled 
environment throughout its journey.

Steel trailer and aluminium insulated container 
tailored with anti-bacterial interior fibre panels to 
support a sterile environment. 

Chlorine-free Thermo King SLXi400 powerful 
cooling system, which allows remote 
temperature control. 

24/7 tracking ability (Thermo King TracKingTM) 
and data management using graphs or 
data analysis.

SPECIFICATIONS

Red and blue lights as an indication 
for ambient or cool transport.

Solution for transport of all lower deck 
ULDs with a maximum height of 1.65 
metre and handle loads up to 7 tonnes.
2 x LD3’s or 1 x PMC or 1 x PAG capacity.

1.6m

Fully controlled temperature 
environment between -18°C and 25°C.

°5C

°25C

IATA CEIV Pharmaceuticals 
and EU GDP proof.

Customised dollies for time 
& temperature-sensitive
healthcare shipments.

For more information, please contact us 
E-mail commercial@dnata.sg
Telephone +65 8723 8611

Solar panel equipped for battery and 
working lights to keep emissions as 
low as possible.
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To reserve: www.cooldollydnata.sg


